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These tips come from fellow RVers, weekenders to full-timers, who have â€œbeen there, done

that.â€• and happily share their experiences so you donâ€™t have to learn the hard way. No matter if

you use your RV just a few weekends and holidays a year or make it your full time home, you will

find tips that will make your RV travels easier, safer and more enjoyable. You'll find tips that will

save you time and money. You will find tips on getting your mail while traveling, internet access,

boondocking, and work camping. You'll learn how to save money on camping fees just by choosing

where to stay and staying longer. You will get tips on how you can customize your RV to make your

home.Chapter TitlesRV Care & Maintenance TipsRV Boondocking â€“ Dry-Camping â€“

Overnighting TipsRV Camping TipsRV Park Reservation & Check-In ChecklistsRV Travel &

Destination TipsRV Driving TipsRV Lifestyle TipsWork Camping TipsRV Accessories TipsRV

Battery TipsRV Holding Tanks & Toilet TipsRV Fresh Water System TipsRV Electrical System

TipsRV Refrigerator TipsMiscellaneous RV TipsTips for RVing With Dogs This book includes over

400 tips. You pay pennies for tips that can save you hundreds of dollars.About the Editors: As most

folks do, we started out tent camping. In the late 1970s we ventured across the country from

northern California to western Pennsylvania and back through Washington and Oregon in

Stevenâ€™s boxy old 1965 Chevy van. Â  Those were the days, my friends. That trip had a lasting

effect and over time we realized we were destined to be full time RVers. In 1995 we sold our house

and a Recreational Vehicle became our home. An RV has been our home every since.
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I got this book because we are totally new to the RV world and need all the help we can get. As of

this review we have a brand new travel trailer sitting in our driveway but have yet to take it

anywhere. We have spent the past month getting ready for our first trip which is coming up soon.

That means lots of shopping and finding as many good resources as we can to help us do things

right. This book has been a Godsend and after reading it I feel much more confident about what

we're doing and it will be nice to know we have a good reference we can refer to along the way. I

loved the Quick Tips that were interspersed throughout the book and I book marked many of them. I

also liked the handy RV website hyperlinks in my Kindle edition. I plan to join them all for more

advice as we go. I highly recommend this book whether you're a brand new RVer or even if you're a

seasoned veteran. I'm sure you'll find lots of helpful information for whatever issues you face. It

seems to all be covered here.

Well written and thoughtful. I have been RV'ing for 40 years and still picked up many new ideas. I

sent copies to several friends as well.

As a long time RVer, I found many useful tips. We are never too old to learn new things. I have

already put new things into play in our RV life. A smart person learns from other's experiences. Not

only can you learn to do things better, you can learn to save some money which is always helpful.

You can also sign up for their email tip of the day and their email discussion group.

I highlight things of importance when I'm reading. Let's just say this book has more highlighted

sections than non-highlighted. I have friends who--had they read this book--wouldn't have gotten

detained at the border going north into Canada because they were trying to take firewood in. It

covers everything from obscure but important hints like that to run-of-the-mill

wish-I'd-thought-of-that-before hints like hooking the hose to the campground water first and running

it for a while before connecting it to the rig to get "old" water out and avoid sputtering from air in the

lines. I'm sure that even those who've been RVing for years will find some tip of value in this book.



My husband and I are planning on taking to the road within the next several months, so I bought this

book primarily for me, a total novice when it comes to RVs. My husband, however, is an

experienced RVer and declared this book indispensable.Just learned the print copy is out now, but

not yet listed here on . This is the link to purchase it on CreateSpace (also an  company, so

hopefully Amz will allow the link):[...]Thank you, Steven Fletcher, for putting all these valuable tips

together in one book. You must have been thinking of me!

As a fulltime boondocker and Rv owner, this book is very valuable.It is full of great tips and advice

for your travel needs.I am on rvbasics @Yahoogroups and boondocking@yahoogroups and alot of

this info has been used and found to be very sound.It is well worth the purchase price Thx Steve

and Fran....

Just tells you enough to get the amateur in trouble. More details are needed.If you are going to tell

how to do something then go all the way.

As a new RV owner I find this book invaluable. Very easy to read and is filled with great tips and

information. I'm using much of what I have learned and feel confident that the book has already

saved me money.
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